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Executive Summary
A.

Summary

Purpose and Structure
The intended purpose of the report is to provide perspective for evaluating how the Altoona
Public Library compares to similar libraries throughout the country. This perspective can then
be used by library planners as they prepare a long-range plan for the library for 2017 through
2020. This report was compiled by library consultant Thomas J. Hennen Jr. for Consensus in
January of 2017. The report relies on data compiled by individual libraries throughout the U.S.
by state libraries and the federal government’s Institute for Museums and Library Services
(IMLS).
The report moves from the historical to the more general and then to the very specific. We start
by looking at 20 year trends in library data for over 800 of the nation’s city libraries that are of a
comparable size to Altoona. Next we narrow the field of observation to look at the average input
and output statistics for broad groupings. This allows us to compare things such as staffing to
broad but more comparable groupings of libraries. That allows us to begin to see patterns of
strengths and weaknesses. Finally, we sort the field even more closely, narrowing it to just 16 of
those 814 city libraries. Here we are specifically looking for libraries that have numbers that
appear better than Altoona’s. The goal is to find libraries that may have lessons from which
library planners can learn. Numbers do not tell the whole story for any library, of course.
Nevertheless, it is very likely that any or all of these 16 libraries in 9 counties will have advice to
give and stories to tell to Altoona Public Library’s planners.
Historical lessons
We compared Altoona to the 814 libraries in its population category over a period of over 20
years. During the time period, some new libraries opened, others closed, still others changed
population category. While 814 is the current tally, it varies marginally over the years. Some of
the metrics, such as internet use, have only been recorded more recently.
We learned that book holdings, magazines, and reference are declining nationally but at a faster
rate in Altoona. Electronic uses and program attendance are rising. Staffing levels rose faster in
Altoona until 2008, then fell faster. Public computer stations are growing nationally but not in
Altoona. Circulation and visits are falling nationally and at Altoona but programming and
electronic use is on the rise for both.
Broad Category Peer Lessons
Current per capita spending is lower in Altoona than for its peers, especially those in urban
counties. However, Altoona spends more of its budget on materials than nearly all its peers.
Probably because of the high materials spending, Altoona’s staffing level is lower than all its
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peers. Altoona bests all its peer groups on circulation and visits but lags far behind on reference.
Altoona’s rate of visits per open hour is considerably higher than its peers. Altoona’s rate of
electronic use is surprisingly higher than all its peers while attendance at library programs is on a
par.
Best Practice Lessons
All 16 of the libraries chosen for comparison were chosen because their performance measures
outpaced Altoona’s. We chose them to seek best practices that Altoona can emulate. Each of
the 16 libraries has high levels of some or all the 7 input and 11 output measures we investigated.
Not surprisingly, no one library is best in class for all the measures. Planners looking for best
practice advice will want to consider several them for advice.
Of the 16 listed in the report, the author chose the following for the following brief reasons:






Verona, (Dane County WI) is a well-funded and stocked library with very high output
measures. Even though residents there are paying more, they are still getting more bang
for the buck.
Delafield, (Waukesha County, WI) is far less well-funded or stocked than most of the
libraries we focused on, but its output measures are far higher than expected, so its
residents are getting a lot of bang for the buck too.
San Anselmo, CA has a lower staffing level than even Altoona in a city and county
known throughout the country for affluence. Still, its output measures exceed Altoona’s
for nearly every measure. So, for a library whose taxpayers probably could afford to pay
more, the library still delivers a great bang for the buck.

County context lessons
The counties in which the best practice libraries were located were singled out for additional
examination. For each of the 16 “Best Practice Libraries” we included all the comparable
libraries in that county because we believe that in urban areas residents shop around for library
service. In most urban areas, they can do so because of reciprocal borrowing privileges like
those found in Polk County. For that reason, the level of services in a county is a valuable piece
of information for planners.
Bear in mind that we focused on counties with 250,000 to 750,000 population and multiple
libraries in the 10,000 to 25,000 population range. We chose this set of criteria to be as similar
as possible to Altoona in Polk County.
As a likely result of these criteria we note the following:


Three counties are near the Boston metropolitan area: Norfolk, Plymouth, and
Rockingham. Another is close to the Massachusetts state capitol: Hampden. Three are
near larger major metropolitan areas: Madison (St. Louis), Marin (San Francisco) and
Morris (New York). The two Wisconsin Counties, Waukesha, and Dane, are near
Milwaukee and state capital Madison.
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All the counties in which the 16 Best Practices Libraries are located appear to have one
thing in common: relative affluence. Marin and Norfolk stand out especially here, but all
of the counties appear to be better financially situated than most in the country.

Forced to choose just one of these counties, the easy choice would be Dane County in
Wisconsin. On average, all the input and output measures in the county exceed the averages
(except Electronic Use) for Altoona by a substantial margin. County residents probably
expect a high level of service from their city libraries. If they shop around, they are shopping
for even more excellence. This one county contains 5 of the 16 libraries identified by the
criteria chosen for these comparisons! Waukesha County in Wisconsin and Hampden
County in Massachusetts contain another 4 libraries, bringing the total to 9 of 16 libraries
identified.
Overall Lessons
When we are seeking library excellence, we can learn from the library metrics we have presented
in the full report.
Going forward we must remember that




Books and buildings still matter.
The Internet and electronic resources matter too.
We must balance the books, bricks and mortar, and the bytes.

In the end, good funding usually, but not always, means good service. That’s where planning
comes in to play.

We have to ask, “What do these “Best Practices
Libraries” have to teach? And will we be able to
learn from them as we plan Altoona Public Library’s
future?” A separate report will deal with these
questions.
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Organization of Report

Executive Summary, this section provides an overview for the entire document including
key findings.

II.

Twenty Years of Municipal Library Data uses the IMLS dataset to compare over 20 years
of data for over 800 municipal libraries in the U.S. in the 10,000 to 25,000 population range.
Note that some libraries closed in that time, new ones were opened, and some of them saw
population shifts that put them outside the range.

III.

Defining Peer Libraries illustrates the methodology employed to sort libraries to compare
them to Altoona P.L. in a meaningful manner. Starting with over 9,000 libraries, we narrow
the field to 814 municipal libraries of Altoona’s size. This allows us to show Altoona P.L.
compared to the averages of 800 other municipal in the next section. We broke these 814
libraries into 5 categories:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

IV.
V.

Altoona Public Library
Polk County Peers – 3 libraries in cities of 10,000 to 25,000 population.
Iowa Peers – other city libraries of 10,000 to 25,000 population.
National Peers – city libraries in counties of 250,000 to 750,000 population.
Rest of U.S. Peers – city libraries in counties under 250,000 population or over
750,000 population.
Inputs and Outputs by Broad Category. This provides graphs of 7 inputs and 11 outputs
for comparison between Altoona and the 4 other broad categories of libraries listed above.
Best Practice Group Inputs & Outputs. In this section, we compare Altoona to 16 of the
138 city libraries that have a) combined output levels that exceed their input levels and b)
higher output levels than Altoona has. The intent is to find libraries to ask about their best
practices so that Altoona may emulate their success.

VI.

Best Practice Group Detail. In this section, we examine in more detail the input and output
measures of the 16 libraries identified in the previous section. Each library is briefly
described to provide context for library planners. Altoona’s percentile scores among over
800 city libraries are shown side by side those of each library in turn. A library with a
percentile score, for instance, of 95% does better on a measure such as circulation per capita
than 95% of the 814 libraries considered here.

VII.

County Descriptions. The 16 libraries selected in the Best Practice group are in 7 counties
comparable to Polk County. Their populations are between 250,000 and 750,000 and contain
multiple city libraries surrounding a major city. These Counties are described here for
context in long range planning considerations. Some data on library statistics for each
county are also provided.

VIII.

Appendix. This section provides further details on the statistics used for the comparisons on
Best Practice libraries and counties. This section also provides contact information, the
library’s full legal name, and the FSCS code (federal identifier code used to identify each
library).
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II. Historical Library Data
This section compares historical statistics for over 800 libraries on nine measures. The data are
only for municipal libraries in the 10,000 to 25,000 population category.
Note that the data include only city (or municipal) libraries, not the other types of libraries such
as non-profit, tribal, county, and so forth.
During the time considered the number of libraries varied when some opened, some closed or
merged, and others grew into or out of the population category.
Where the data are available, the report goes back to 1992. Otherwise the earliest date available
is used.
The data were downloaded in Fall of 2016 from the IMLS Web site at:
https://data.imls.gov/browse?limitTo=datasets&utf8=%E2%9C%93

A Look at Altoona
1. Population of the service area – we learn that there is a noticeable spike in the reported
population data in 1996 that must be considered.
2. Book Volumes have declined at Altoona and nationally since 2010.
3. Magazine Subscriptions have fallen nationally since 2000 but very sharply in Altoona
since 2011.
4. Full Time Equivalent (FTE) Staff – levels have stayed level nationally but rose quickly
at Altoona through 2005 and have fallen sharply since.
5. Public Internet Terminals have seen a steady rise nationally but peaked at Altoona in
2009 and have since fallen.
6. Circulation at Altoona rose at a much faster rate than the national rate through 2009
and has fallen since then, following the national levels.
7. Library Visits rose at a faster rate than that of national libraries through 2007 and have
since declined mirroring the national trend.
8. Reference queries have declined steadily in the country since about 2000 but have
plummeted sharply at Altoona.
9. Public Internet Terminal Uses have drifted lower nationally as libraries have adjusted
to the methodology of reporting them. There is a sharp spike in Altoona’s reported uses
in 2014 but more current data place the rate at closer to its previously reported rates.
10. Program Attendance by the public at library sponsored programs has been steadily
rising. In Altoona, it rose through 2010, except in 2009, fell through 2013 and spiked
significantly in 2014
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Book Volumes Owned

The number of book volumes
owned by peer libraries has been
falling nationally since 2010. The
inventory level peaked in 2011
for Altoona and has fallen since
then.

B.

Magazine Subscriptions

Print magazines have suffered from
the Internet in libraries as in the
wider culture, declining markedly
since 2000. Altoona appears to
have held out longer since the
decline in print subscriptions did
not begin there until 2011 but the
decline was much larger after that.
The level fell from 184 to 44 from
2010 to 2013.
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Staffing Levels

Full time equivalent staffing
levels rose faster in Altoona from
1992 to 2005, but have since
dropped off at a faster rate.

D.

Public Internet Terminals

Altoona’s Peer Libraries have
added steadily to the number of
Public Internet Terminals
available. Altoona’s count rose
to ten in 2004 but fell back to
eight since 2009.
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Total Circulation

Library circulation rose rapidly in
Altoona through 2009 and fell off
through 2014. That compares to a
much shallower rise at the 800 peer
libraries but those libraries have
seen a comparable slide in the last
few years as well.

F.

Annual Visits

Annual Library Visits have only
been reported consistently at the
national level since 1998. At
Altoona, they increased briskly
through 2007 and then tapered off
through 2012 and declined
modestly through 2014. The
national trend was similar but not
as pronounced.
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G. Reference
Service
It is hard not to see the impact of
the Internet on traditional reference
services in public libraries. The
national trend has been flat since
1999 when web browsing and
Google took off. The trend is far
more pronounced at Altoona where
it peaked at over 12,000 reference
queries in 2002 and fell to just 730
in 2014.

H.

Public Internet Uses

By IMLS (Institute of
Museums and Library
Services) definition,
Public Internet Uses
are ½ hour sessions on
public Internet
terminals in the
library. The national
trend has been quite
flat in total use levels.
(Technical difficulties
caused problems with
Altoona reporting for
2014. They have been
corrected here),
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Program Attendance
.
Program attendance by the
public at library sponsored
programs has been steadily
rising. In Altoona, it rose
through 2010, except in 2009,
fell through 2013 and spiked
significantly in 2014
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DEFINING PEER
LIBRARIES
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III. Defining Peer Libraries
The data for the statistics included here are from the Institute of Museums and Library Services
(IMLS) The IMLS dataset was published in summer 2016. It includes data filed in 2015 by over
9,305 public libraries in the U.S. They serve over 319 million U.S, residents. Some libraries
have multiple branches so the total of library buildings exceeds 16,000. As noted in the table,
over 53% of libraries (4,944) are, like Altoona, organized as city or municipal libraries.
For this report, we narrowed the field of libraries by type and by city population. We also noted
that library service in a metropolitan area with a major city and multiple suburban libraries can
be uniquely challenging, so we narrowed the field further by this factor as well. Altoona is a
municipal library with a population of 17,362 according to the IMLS dataset.

From the group 9,305 libraries identified in the table above we narrowed the field to identify
libraries to use as peers.




First, we narrowed our field to the 4,944 libraries organized as municipal libraries. Of
these, 87 had no staff and were excluded, bringing the total to 4,857.
We next narrowed the field to libraries serving 10,000 to 25,000 population, bringing the
total down further to 814 libraries.
We broke these 814 libraries into 5 categories:
a) Altoona Public Library
b) Polk County Peers – 3 libraries in cities of 10,000 to 25,000 population.
c) Iowa Peers – other city libraries of 10,000 to 25,000 population.
d) National Peers – city libraries in counties of 250,000 to 750,000 population.
e) Rest of U.S. Peers – city libraries in counties under 250,000 population or
over 750,000 population.

The further subcategories are described on the following page.
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The comparisons cover 814 libraries serving nearly 13 million residents in the U.S. The graphs
in the remainder of this report illustrate the statistics for Altoona Public Library and the averages
for the groups of peers listed in b) through e) in the table below. Let’s provide a bit more
information on each group.
a) Altoona P.L. is the library we are dealing with. The IMLS lists its population as 17,392
(since there is only one, the average population is the same). The reported population of
the county is 459,862.
b) Polk Co. Peers are the 3 libraries in the county with a population between 10,000 and
25,000. These 3 libraries have an average population of 14,916 and serve a combined
total of 44,747 residents. The Polk County total population is 459,862. The libraries are:
Grimes, Pleasant Hill, and Clive.
c) Iowa Peers consist of the 35 libraries in the state with 10,000 to 25,000 population.
They serve an average of 14,213 residents and a total population of 494,289.
Importantly, the Iowa libraries in this group have a much smaller average county
population size (38,487). Altoona is a library in a metropolitan county, most Iowa
libraries of comparable size are not.
d) National Peers consists of a group of 138 libraries serving an average of 16,132 people.
In all, these libraries serve a combined population of 2,226,233. We selected this group
to be libraries in metropolitan counties of 250,000 to 750,000 population for their
similarity to Altoona. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the average county
population (at 499,080) is nearly 500,000.
e) Rest of U.S. Peers is the final group of 637 libraries. Libraries in this group are in
counties with under 250,000 population or over 750,000 population. This group serves
an average of 15,915 residents and a total population of just over 10 million. The average
population size served (701,892) illustrates that averages can obscure as much as they
illuminate. The range in the size of the counties is from just 10,000 to over 3 million!
Please note that we will pay extra attention to groups a, b, and d. These are libraries in
counties with a population of between 250,000 and 750,000 as well as multiple libraries in
the 10,000 to 25,000 population range.
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IV. Inputs and Outputs
A.

Overview of Inputs and Outputs

Inputs are what a community provides to a library so it can provide service. Outputs are the
statistical measures of the services provided with those inputs. Both must be distinguished from
outcomes, the value provided to library users.
In this section the comparisons are between the Altoona Public Library and four other broad
categories of libraries as defined in the Defining Peer Libraries section above. For each of the
seven Input Measures and eleven Output Measures, a graph is provided to illustrate the relative
performance of Altoona and its 814 peer institutions in the 10,000 to 25,000 population category.
On the Input side of the equation we can observe the following:
1. The 3 spending inputs are: total expenditure per capita, materials expenditures per
capita, and percent of budget to materials. Altoona is marginally lower on total spending
but noticeably higher on materials spending because it spends a considerably larger
portion of its budget on materials.
2. When it comes to staffing, Altoona has fewer full time equivalent (FTE) staff per 1,000
residents than the average for any of its peer categories. (Note that output measure 4,
circulation per FTE is markedly higher.)
3. The periodicals rate for Altoona is much lower than that of its peers, a fact already noted
in the historical section of this report. On average, the other peer groups have more than
three times as many periodicals available.
4. Book bolumes, as noted in the historical section of this report, have been falling
nationally as well as in Altoona. The Altoona rate of 3.1 is very comparable to peer
averages.
5. The square feet of building space graph shows that at 1.1 square feet, per capita, Altoona’s rate
is on a par with all other peer averages but those of its County peers (0.6). The data for Polk
county are skewed by the low (0.5) levels of Clive and Grimes.

6. The building space compared section was added here to further examine building size
because averages can obscure important facets of that metric. The federal data provide
building size provided here. Altoona is at about the midpoint in size but the data on age,
condition, and suitability are not available.
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On the Output side of the equation we can observe the following:
1. The cost per circulation comparison is provided here to indicate a very rough measure
of library efficiency. Librarians have been disputing the fairness of this measure for
nearly a century, of course. Strictly speaking it is neither a measure of input or output
since in combines the input of spending and the output of circulation. Nevertheless, it is
included for this report. At $3.26 per circulation, Altoona’s cost is lower than all its
peers, although very comparable to the average of its county peers.
2. On visits per capita, at 8.2 Altoona does a lot more than any of its peers.
3. On collection turnover we can see that every Altoona book is checked out an average of
3.5 time in a year, about the same rate as the County peers, but higher than the rate of
other peer libraries.
4. The circulation per FTE graph illustrates that Altoona staff circulate a lot more items
than its peers although the average for Polk county comes close.
5. On circulation per capita we note that Altoona circulates nearly 11 items per capita,
slightly higher than County peers, but considerably higher than other peer libraries.
6. For reference service the Altoona rate is far lower than its County peers, state peers, and
especially its national peers, something noted in the historical section as well.
7. The circulation per open hour graph illustrates that, at nearly 54 items circulated per
open hour, Altoona has a very comparable rate to the average of all its peers.
8. At 40 visits per hour, Altoona sees a lot more activity than its County peers, slightly
more than state peer averages, and a bit more than national peers and the rest of the U.S.
9. Looking to circulation per visit we learn that a library user at Altoona checks out an
average of 1.3 items at each visit. That is 0.6 fewer items than County peer library
averages, but on a par with the other peer libraries. (Note that the rate at Clive Public
Library skews the County peer average higher,)
10. For electronic resource use, we have already noted the jump in the 2014 Altoona rate in
the historical section. An electronic resource use is defined as a half hour session at an
Internet Terminal in the library. At 3.5, Altoona’s rate is so much higher than that of its
peers as to beg the question of whether it has mistakenly counted this data point.
11. Program attendance shows that Altoona’s rate is at a par with the average of others
except for its County peers. A closer examination reveals that the County average is
skewed by the attendance rate at Pleasant Hill Public Library, which logged an
attendance of 2,743, five times the rate of other libraries in the county or the U.S.
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Input & Output Relationships

An input is, broadly speaking, what the community provides to the library so that it can provide service.
That includes a building, a budget, staff, and so forth. An output is what the community receives for that
input. The correlation between inputs and outputs as measured in the graph below is 61%. That roughly
means that 61%of the variation in outputs can be accounted for by input changes. All other things being
equal, 61% of the time a library’s output level is contingent upon input levels. This is illustrated in the
chart below. The dotted line illustrates the trendline for all 814 libraries illustrated here. With the starting
point set to 0%, it illustrates that as inputs rise, so do outputs. In the quadrant on the upper left, it
illustrates a library with a low Input level but a surprisingly high output level. In the upper right quadrant,
a library with a high input has a high output. In the quadrant on the lower left, we see a library with low
inputs and expectedly low outputs. In the quadrant on the lower right a library with high inputs and
surprisingly low outputs is noted. Finally, Altoona is noted, with a median level of inputs and moderately
higher outputs.
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1.

Average of Expenditure per Capita

February 2017

At $35.70 per capita, Altoona’s spending per capita is lower than its Polk County peers by about
$4.00 per capita, about the same as its 35 Iowa peers, lower than the138 national peers, and
lower than the remaining comparable libraries in the U.S.

2.

Materials Expenditure per Capita

At $5.41, Altoona spends slightly more per capita on library materials than the averages for all its peers.
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Percent of Budget to Materials

At 15.1% the percent of its budget that Altoona spends on materials is higher than the averages of all its
peers.

4.

Full Time Equivalent (FTE) Staff per 1,000 Residents

At 0.45 FTE per 1,000 residents, Altoona has fewer staff than all its peers.
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Periodicals per 1,000 Residents

At 2.5 Periodicals per 1,000 residents, Altoona has far fewer periodicals than the averages for any of its
peers.

6.

Book Volumes per Capita

At 3.1 Altoona’s inventory of books is slightly lower than the 3.3 to 3.7 averages of all its peers.
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Square Feet of Building Space per Capita

At 1.1 square feet, per capita, Altoona’s rate is on a par with all other peer averages but those of its
County peers (0.6). The data for Polk county are skewed by the low (0.5) levels of Clive and Grimes.
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Building Space Compared

The federal data provide the building
size information provided here.
Altoona is at about the midpoint in
size but the data on age, condition,
and suitability are not available.

At 19,300 Square Feet, Altoona’s
building size is larger than the
averages for its peers, but
considerably smaller than the
maximum size buildings in other peer
categories.
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OUTPUT Measures:

1.

Cost per Circulation
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At $3.26 per circulation, Altoona’s cost is lower than all its peers, although very comparable to the
average of its county peers.

2.

Visits per Capita

At 8.2 Altoona gets a lot more visits per capita than any of its peers.
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Book Collection Turnover

Every Altoona book is checked out an average of 3.5 time in a year, about the same rate as the County
peers, but about 1 turnover higher than the other peer libraries.

4.

Circulation per FTE Staff Hour

At 11.8 items per hour, Altoona staff members handle 20% more than County peers and over 50% more
than the averages of other peer libraries.
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Circulation per Capita

Altoona circulates nearly 11 items per capita, slightly higher than County peers, but considerably higher
than other peer libraries.

6.

Reference Questions per Capita

At 0.04 References queries per capita, Altoona is far lower than its County peers, state peers, and
especially its national peers.
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Circulation per Open Hour

At nearly 54 items circulated per open hour, Altoona has a very comparable rate to the average of all of
its peers.

8.

Visits per Open Hour

At 40 visits per hour, Altoona sees a lot more activity than its County peers, slightly more than state peer
averages, and a bit more than national peers and the rest of the U.S.
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Circulation per Visit

A library user at Altoona checks out an average of 1.3 items at each visit. That is 0.6 fewer items than
County peer library averages, but on a par with the other peer libraries.

10.

Electronic Resource Uses per Capita

An electronic resource use is defined as a half hour session at an Internet Terminal in the library. At 3.5,
Altoona’s rate is so much higher than that of its peers as to beg the question of whether or not it has
mistakenly counted this data point.
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Program Attendance per 1,000 Residents

Altoona’s rate of program attendance is at a par with the average of other peers except for its County
peers. See detail for Polk County in chart below.

a)

Program Attendance note

A closer examination reveals that the County average is skewed by the attendance rate at Pleasant Hill
Public Library which logged an attendance of 2,743, five times the rate of other libraries in the county or
the U.S.
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V.

Best Practice Libraries - Inputs & Outputs

A.

Best Practice Group Narrative

The next section of this report provides details for 17 libraries (including Altoona) included in this
section. All the libraries here are municipal. That means they are not branches of consolidated counties,
separately chartered non-profits, multi-jurisdictional, or a variety of other organizational forms found
nationally. They all have a service population of between 10,000 and 25,000 and are in counties with
250,000 to 750,000 populations. From the National group of 138 such libraries we identified the 17
libraries that have:



combined output levels that exceed their input levels and
higher output levels than Altoona.

All these libraries should be considered when seeking best practice libraries for long range planning
purposes. The assumption is that with comparable input levels these libraries have achieved remarkable
output levels so they may have some things to teach Altoona as it plans its future. Part of the Consensus
process for Altoona Public Library’s long range planning process includes contacting some or all of these
libraries for suggestions on best practices to be used by library planners.
A later section of this report looks at the 8 counties in which these libraries are located. This will help
planners to get a feel for the context in which each library is operating. That can help planners consider
the similarities and differences under which each library is operating.
The Appendix contains a complete list of ranks for each library on all the metrics included here.
This should help planners to decide which libraries to consult on which measures.
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Best Practice Libraries Data Summary

For detail for each library as compared to Altoona, see the page for each library in the pages that
follow.
For compiled detail for the summary data below see Appendix A to C.
For location of each library and contact information, see Appendix G.
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Altoona Public Library (Polk County IA)

Miss Hick (1873-1968) bequeathed a property, which
included a small bungalow of nine-hundred square feet, to
be used as a library. At the time of her death, Altoona did
not have a public library. It would be three years before her vision would materialize. By 1982, the
library was loaning 1,200 books per month, excluding paperbacks. The desire for a new library reached
fruition in December of 1982 when a $175,000 bond issue was approved by 83 percent. The new library
was to have room for about 31,000 books and would occupy 4,300 square feet of space. The library
opened July 1, 1984. It was constructed around the original bungalow. As Altoona's population
increased, so did the demands on the library. A bond issue for $3.4 million, to build a new library and
remodel the present building for the police department, was passed in May of 1996. Once again, 83
percent of the 1,108 votes cast were favorable. The new library has 19,400 square feet of space. It
includes a children's area, computer room, reading area, several study/meeting rooms, staff facilities and a
larger parking area.

The input levels for this library average
at the median while the output average
exceeds that by 19% for a score of 69th
percentile. On the input side, the range
is from the 85th percentile for percent of
the budget to materials to as little as the
15th percentile for periodicals. Staffing
at the 35th percentile is also low as we
will see for this group of selected best
practice peers.
On the output side, the 3rd percentile for
reference and the 98th percentile for
electronic use per capita stands out, of
course. However, as noted in Section D10 above, technical difficulties for this
reporting year resulted in a higher than
actual rate of electronic use. The actual
rate is closer to the 50th percentile.
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De Forest Public (Library Dane County WI)

The Library came into existence as a joint library for The Town
of Windsor and The Village of DeForest first official meeting of
library board was May 15, 1964. It has been housed in five
sites since then. The 5th location was opened in 2002 when
the DeForest Area Public Library was finished. The library
joined Dane County Library Service in 1966. It was the 1993
South Central Library of the Year for having a new expanded
facility. It received the Wisconsin Library Association

Library of the Year award for being the only library in the
United States to have written an Even Start grant and had
it funded. DeForest Area Public Library serves the DeForest area, including the towns of
Windsor and Vienna and the village of DeForest. It is a member of the South Central Library
System. The library building, completed in 2002, was modeled after the medieval Stavekirke to
highlight the Norwegian heritage of the area. A Wisconsin artist designed the dragons that adorn
the roof.

De Forest’s average of
outputs exceeds its input
level by a very
respectable 23
percentage points. Its
percent of budget to
materials is on the low
side while square
footage is high.
Circulation per visit is
lower than the rest of its
outputs.
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Delafield Public Library (Waukesha County WI)

In 1906, the town of Delafield adopted a
resolution to establish a “free library.” In 1907,
the Delafield Public Library became official when
an unpaid librarian was established along with a
library board. Over the decades, the Delafield
Public Library has moved around downtown
Delafield, never more than a few blocks.
Delafield Public Library has nearly 80,000 items
located in 11,000 square feet at 500 Genesee
Street. The library joined the Waukesha County
Federated Library System in 1981. In 2010 the
library moved into a new building that is part of a
$5.2 million building project (approved in a February 2008 building referendum which twice
previously failed) for a
new city hall and
library built at its same
location. During the 9
months of construction,
the library moved to
temporary quarters.

This library has
exceptionally low
levels of inputs – none
higher than 33%. On
the output side, it is
over 90th for cost per
circulation, collection
turnover, circulation
per staff member, and
circulation per visit.
Overall, its low input
level is exceeded by its
outputs by a very
impressive 43%
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East Long Meadow Public Library (Hampden County MA)

The new East Longmeadow Public Library
opened on February 3, 2004.The library houses
over 80,000 books, magazines, DVDs, CDs, and audio
books. There are 12 computers in the Adult area and 4
computers in the Teen area with access to the Internet, the
library also has a Local History Room where books and
documents relating to the town’s history are stored. Many
of the items are non-circulating and the room is open to
the public by appointment.

This library has inputs
over outputs of 12
percentage points.
Periodicals and reference
are on the low side. It has
an exceptionally high
(98%) level of electronic
use level.
Over all outputs exceed
inputs by 12 percentage
points.
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Glen Carbon Centennial Library District (Madison County

The library began as a volunteer
operation in 1975. An unsuccessful
referendum in 1987 failed so the library
continued to operate as a volunteer
reading room until a second referendum
in 1992 established a 15 mill village
levy. In 2002 village residents passed a
2.6-million-dollar bond issue to build a new library. After nearly two years of construction, the
library opened its 14,000-square foot facility on October 4, 2004, located on Main Street
adjacent to the town’s historic covered bridge. The library was featured in the Spring 2006 ILA
Reporter article highlighting innovative library buildings and was awarded the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and Library Journal’s Best Small Library in America 2010.

This library devotes a
low percentage of its
budget to materials,
has a low rate of
periodicals and book
volumes, exceptionally
high reference, and
electronic use rates.
Its lower rate of
circulation per staff
member and per open
hour suggest a need
for work in these
areas. The library still
provides a 14percentage point
return over its near
median input rate.
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Hingham Public Library (Plymouth County MA)

The Hingham Public Library serves a community of 22,157
people. In 2012, the Hingham Public Library celebrated the
140th anniversary of its incorporation in 1872. Resident Albert
Fearing built the Town's first public library in 1869. Destroyed
by fire in 1879, the original building was replaced in 1880 by a
wooden structure in Hingham Center which served the Town
until the current building opened in 1966. This building was
renovated and expanded in 2002. The Library now holds more
than 165,977 books, magazines, videotapes, compact discs, and other materials. The Library is a
member of the Old Colony Library Network, an automated resource-sharing network serving
towns south of Boston. The Library also is a member of the Massachusetts Library System. The
library has an impressive 2016-2020 Long Range Plan located at:
http://www.hinghamlibrary.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/336

This library’s
exceptionally low
percent of its budget
devoted to materials is
matched by a low rate
of materials spending
and a not surprising
rate of staffing.
Circulation per visit
and per hour are
high. All other
output measures are
exceptional except for
reference at the 24th
percentile rate.
Historical detail for
collection spending
indicates that the low
materials spending
was a short-term
issue.
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Leach Library (Londonderry, Rockingham County NH)

In 1830, there was a social library in Londonderry consisting of
several hundred volumes kept at William Anderson’s store, and,
then at the home of Robert Mack. It only lasted a few years.
Residents in the town tried again to form a library in 1858 when
they purchased two hundred volumes which were later donated to
the Leach Library. The true origins of the library didn’t occur
until a bequest of $3,000 by David Rollins Leach was accepted by
the town to build an addition to the Town Hall. The room was
officially opened on February 25, 1880. In 1948, the books were
moved to the Central School where the library stood for 25 years. As it outgrew its space, a
separate building was erected at its current location and opened in the summer of 1973. The
population grew in the late 1980s so there was a need for an expansion. The community
approved the $2,300,000 warrant article in 1995. The present library opened in February of
1997,

The library is crowded,
it would seem, with a
42nd percentile square
footage rate. That may
explain the 30th
percentile book volume
rate. On the output
side, the 4th percentile
electronic use rate
stand out. Circulation
per staff hour, and per
patron visit, as well as
per open hour are
remarkable.
Outputs exceed inputs
by 20 percentage points,
bring a near median
input library to over the
75th percentile for
outputs.
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8.
Richard Salter Storrs Library (Longmeadow, Hampden
County MA)
The origins of the first free library in Longmeadow can
be traced back as early as 1754, when town resident
Reverend Stephen Williams mentioned a library in a
diary entry. A short-lived library was established in 1839
but the project languished until 1895 when a state grant
rejuvenated it. The granddaughter of the library’s
namesake left a bequest in 1907 and in 1910 the library
was established. In 1923 a new building bequest allowed
for a new building. The Storrs Library was built in 1932. By the late 1980s an new building was needed.
Expansion, and funding was provided by a combination of town money and private donations. The $2.2
million renovation was completed in 1992. It expanded the building significantly, adding a children’s
room, spacious circulation desk area, and additional storage and shelving space.

This library’s outputs
very nearly match
inputs, with just a 5percentage point
surplus. The inputs are
marked by low
materials spending (just
13th percentile for
amount of budget to
materials). A high level
of book volumes and a
near median turnover
rate point to a collection
that may need weeding.
Program attendance is
high but electronic
resource use is low. The
64th percentile inputs
are exceeded by outputs
by 5 percentage points.
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Montville Township Public Library (Morris County NJ)

This library does not provide any information on the
history or current circumstances of the library.

Spending per capita is at
the 79th percentile while
square footage is at the
43rd percentile.
Circulation per staff hour
and reference are the
standouts for this library.
Overall the library’s
percentile rank for outputs
exceeds inputs by 11
points.
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Mount Horeb Public Library (Dane County WI)

This library does not provide any
information on the history or current
circumstances of the library.

This library provides
solid input percentiles –
only book volumes
below 70th percentile.
Visits per hour and
electronic resource use
are a bit lower than
expected given the
inputs. Overall it is a
library in the top
quartile for inputs and
outputs but it provides 7
percentage points more
output than input.
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Mukwonago Community Library (Waukesha County WI)

This library does not provide any information on the
history or current circumstances of the library.
It is a member of the Bridges Library System,
formerly the Waukesha County Federated Library
System. The building was built in about 2010 with a
combination of donations and local funding.

Outputs outpace
inputs by 12
percentage points
here. Only book
volumes per capita
are below the median.
This combined with
the high collection
turnover rate speaks
to a well weeded
collection. The only
output percentile
scores below the
median are electronic
use and program
attendance. The
output percentile
average here exceeds
input levels by 12%.
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Oregon Public Library (Dane County WI)

This library does not provide any information on the history or current
circumstances of the library. It is a member of Dane County Library
Service. It established a building committee for the construction of a new
facility in July of 2016. They are in the process of developing a building
program statement. See: http://www.oregonpubliclibrary.org/buildingcommittee

Even without the
information provided
above about the building
program proposed here,
it might be obvious that a
new building is needed.
Square footage at the
29th percentile and
volumes per capita at the
33rd, speak to a crowded
building. Output levels
are exceptional given the
input deficits.
Everything is above the
50th percentile for
outputs. Only electronic
resource use gets close to
the median. With a 50th
percentile average of
inputs, the library
returns an 84th percentile
output average. That’s a
34-percentile average,
one of the highest for the
libraries considered here.
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San Anselmo Public Library (Marin County CA)

In 1914 the town received a Carnegie grant for a building
that opened in 1915. The library was remodeled in 1960. It
was remodeled in 1995 for seismic retrofitting. Severe
floods damaged the building in 1982 and 2005.

On the input side for this
library staffing at the
28th percentile and
square footage at the 20th
stand out. Book volumes
per capita are below the
median as well. Yet
none of the output
measures fall below the
60th percentile. That is a
solid performance. The
84th percentile output
score is a very
respectable 23 points
above the input levels.
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Sharon Public Library (Norfolk County MA)

The Town established a library fund in 1878. It occupied
various buildings until receiving a Carnegie grant. The
current building was built in 1914. The Carnegie-funded
library was renovated in 1979, expanding to the current size
of 10,500 square feet. All additions to the original structure,
listed with the National Register of Historic Places, have
left the Georgian facade intact. The library is currently in
the process of planning for a new facility using grant and
local funds. There appears to be a lot of concern about maintaining the historic nature of the building.
Project planning anticipates confirming necessary funding in January of 2018.

Here is another library
that is clearly
overcrowded. At the
25th percentile for
square footage it is
above the median for
volumes and its
turnover rate is at the
93rd percentile. High
rates of circulation per
staff, per capita, per
hour, and per visit
speak to a busy library
in a crowded space.
The output advantage
is 11 points above the
input rate here,
putting the library at
nearly the 75th
percentile for outputs.
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Stoughton Public Library (Dane County WI)

The library received a $13,000 Carnegie grant (higher
than the standard $10,000) for a building constructed in
1917. The Carnegie building served the community well
for many years; however, when space needs became
severe, the Library Board initiated a referendum for the
City to borrow $1 million to expand and renovate the Carnegie Library. This passed by a healthy margin
in November of 1988. Fundraising efforts took place to finish and furnish the addition and the remodeling
of the original Carnegie area. The Stoughton community donated an additional $450,000.

Here is a library with
just average inputs
with surprising output
levels. On the output
side, only program
attendance is below
the 69th percentile. On
the input side, only
periodicals are above
that same percentile.
Low square footage, at
the 42nd percentile,
speaks to the building
need. Program
attendance is the low
performer here. That
is probably also
building space related.
Overall, this library is
at the 54th percentile
for inputs but in the
top quartile for outputs
– a 26-point
advantage.
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Verona Public Library (Dane County WI)

This library does not provide any information on the
history or current circumstances of the library. It is a
member of Dane County Library Service.

It was disappointing to
find no narrative on
the web for this library
with truly stellar
percentile scores.
Only the budget
percent devoted to the
materials budget is
below the median. All
other measures exceed
the 85th percentile! An
output percentile score
at the 96th percentile
that is 12 points higher
than the input average
is remarkable. The
library’s circulation
per capita is the
highest of all the 814
libraries considered
here.
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Waunakee Public Library (Dane County WI)

This library does not provide any information on
the history or current circumstances of the library.
However, a building update page notes: We are
very excited to be moving forward in our planning
process for a new facility. Discussions about a
new facility have been occurring at a board level
for about ten years. In 2006, an ad hoc committee
looked at seventeen locations around the
community, before selecting the four which would best suit the community. We are hoping to move
forward with one of those finalists, the Alloy site, in the near future. In the last year or so, the library
board has begun working with the Village Board to complete more formal steps in our process. On
December 7, 2015, the Village Board approved funding for the first phase of architectural planning and to
hire a consultant to conduct a campaign feasibility study to determine fundraising potential in the village.

Looking at the
square footage rate
at the 35th
percentile, it was no
surprise to see this
library making
efforts to expand.
Except for that the
input measures are
solid if not
exceptional here.
Reference and
electronic resource
use are on the low
side but all other
measures are at the
top quartile.
Outputs are 11
points above input
levels at the 73rd
percentile.
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VI. County Descriptions
The descriptions in the next pages come from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. They were current as of
December 31, 2016. The brief descriptions are included to give readers a feel for the types of
communities that are included as libraries to be considered for best practices comparison in this report.

A.

County Overview

The Best Practice libraries we identified are in 10 counties (including Altoona) in 7 states
(including Iowa). The criteria we used, as discussed in Section V, identified libraries in seven
States: California, Iowa, Illinois, Massachusetts. New Hampshire, New Jersey, and Wisconsin.
Of the 10 counties, 2 in Wisconsin have multiple libraries that fit the criteria: Dane County with
five and Waukesha with 2. Hampden County in Massachusetts also has 2. The remaining
counties (not including Polk) have 1 each. We have abbreviated the metrics list for counties to
just ten items, 5 inputs and 5 outputs.
 The Input measures are: total expenditures, staff, periodical subscriptions, books, and
building size.
 The Output measures are: visits, circulation, reference, electronic uses, and program
attendance.
It is important to note that the data for the county graphs for each of the counties in this section
include the average percentile scores for all the libraries in the 10,000 to 25,000 population
category, not just for the Best Practice libraries.
We included all the comparable libraries because we believe that in urban areas residents
shop around for library service. In most urban areas, they can do so because of reciprocal
borrowing privileges like those found
in Polk County, so the level of services
in a county is a valuable piece of
information for planners. A complete
listing of the percentile rates for all the
comparable libraries is provided in
Appendix D and E.
The brief demographic information
provided on each county will help library
planners to determine if the libraries
and/or the counties being considered are
appropriate for comparisons to Altoona
and Polk County.
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Polk County, Iowa

Altoona
Clive
Grimes
Pleasant Hill

Descriptions of the cities and counties are not included
because the intended audience for this report are
familiar with them.

This graph displays 10 measures. The first 5 measures (from expenditures to square feet) are
inputs. The next five (from visits to program attendance) are outputs.
The line represents the percentile averages for the 72 libraries in the nine other counties
identified in this section.
Note that for the input measures of expenditure, FTE staff, periodicals, and book volumes
Altoona is at a lower rate than the average for the libraries included here. It is on about a par
with Square Feet for the building. For output measures, Altoona exceeds the averages for all but
Reference, where it is markedly lower. The electronic uses measure for Altoona is exceptionally
high as discussed in Section V.
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Dane County, Wisconsin

As of the 2010 census, the population of the county was 488,073, making it the second-most populous
county in Wisconsin. The 2015 estimate places the county's population at 523,643.
The county seat is Madison, which is also the state capital. All 5 communities are
part of the Madison Metropolitan Statistical Area.







DeForest is a village along the Yahara River. The population was 8,936 at the
2010 census.
Oregon is a village. As of the census of 2010, the population was 9,231. The
village is located mostly within the Town of Oregon.
Stoughton is a city. It straddles the Yahara River about 20 miles southeast of the state capital,
Madison. As of the 2010 census, the population was 12,611.
Verona is a city and is a suburb of Madison. The population was 10,619 at the 2010 census. The city
is located ten miles southwest of downtown Madison within the Town of Verona.
Waunakee is a village. The population was 12,097 at the 2010 census. The village was named as
#78in CNN Money's "Top 100 Best Places to Live" for small towns in 2009.
Others. The only city library in the county not included in the Best Practices group is in McFarland.

On average, all the input and output measures in the county exceed the averages (except
Electronic Use) for Altoona by a substantial margin. County residents probably expect a
high level of service from their city libraries with a 10,000 to 25,000 population base. If they
shop around, they are shopping for even more excellence.
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Hampden County, Massachusetts

Hampden County is a non-governmental county located in the
Pioneer Valley of the state of Massachusetts, in the United
States. As of the 2010 census, Hampden County's population was
463,490. Hampden County is part of the Springfield, MA
Metropolitan Statistical Area. It is the most urban county in
Western Massachusetts. Like an increasing number of Massachusetts counties, Hampden County
exists today only as a historical geographic region, and has no county government. All former
county functions were assumed by state agencies in 1998.




Longmeadow is the most populous town in the county and at over $100,000 has the highest
median income.
East Longmeadow (Richard Salter Storrs Library. East Longmeadow is in the Pioneer
Valley region of Western Massachusetts. It has a population of 15,720 at the 2010 census.
East Longmeadow is 88 miles southwest of Boston.
Others. There are 5 other comparable libraries: Ludlow, Palmer, Wilbraham, and.
Edwardsville.

On average, the input measures (except building square feet) exceed the averages for Altoona
by a substantial margin. Outputs are consistently high, if somewhat lower than Altoona for
Electronic Use and Program Attendance. County residents probably expect a high level of
service from their city libraries.
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Madison County, Illinois

Madison County is in Illinois. According to the 2010 census, it had a
population of 269,282. The county seat is Edwardsville and its largest city
is Granite City. Madison County is part of the Metro-East region of the St.
Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area.



Glen Carbon is a village that is 19 miles northeast of St. Louis. The
population was 12,934 at the 2010 census. The median income for a
household in the village was $55,841.
Others. There are 5 other comparable libraries: Norfolk, Winterset, Wood River, Larkspur,
and Mill Valley.

Inputs, except for building size, exceed Altoona’s rates. Except for book volumes, inputs are very close to
“Best Practice” averages. For outputs, the county’s rates are close to “Best Practice” averages except
when compared to Altoona’s rate of electronic use. Overall, residents in this county expect high levels of
service.
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Marin County, California

Marin County is in the San Francisco Bay Area of California. As of the
2010 census, the population was 252,409. Marin County is included in
the San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area
(San Francisco Bay Area) across the Golden Gate Bridge from San
Francisco. Marin County is one of the wealthiest localities in the United
States, known for its affluence. In May 2009, Marin County had the
fifth highest income per capita in the United States at about $91,480.
The county is also well known for its natural beauty and liberal politics.




San Anselmo is located about 20 miles north of San Francisco. The population was 12,336 at
the 2010 census. Most of the downtown antique and boutique stores and restaurants, for
which San Anselmo is well known, are along the banks of San Anselmo Creek.
Others. There are 8 other comparable libraries: Denville, Dover, East Hanover, Florham
Park, Kinnelon, Lincoln Park, Long Valley, and Madison

For inputs expenditures are much higher than Altoona and Best Practice libraries but building
size is much lower. On outputs, visits and circulation, reference and program attendance exceed
both the “Best Practice” library averages and Altoona’s rates. Electronic reference just matches
“Best Practice” averages. Overall, residents in this county probably expect high levels of service
in crowded libraries.
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Morris County, New Jersey: 1 Library

Morris County is about 25 miles west of New York City. According to the
2010 United States Census, the population was 492,276, up from the
470,212 at the 2000 Census. It is the tenth-most populous county in the
state. The county is part of the New York Metropolitan Area, and its county
seat is Morristown. Morris County, as of the 2000 Census, was the sixthwealthiest county in the United States by median household income at
$77,340.




Montville is a township in Morris County, New Jersey, United States.
As of the 2010 United States Census, the township's population was 21,528, reflecting an
increase of 3.3% from the 20,839 counted in the 2000 Census. In Money magazine's 2013
Best Places to Live rankings, Montville was ranked 13th in the nation.
Others. There are 12 other comparable libraries: Oak Ridge, Pompton Plains, Rockaway,
Succasunna, Bellingham, Canton, Dedham, Foxborough, Holbrook, Medfield, Medway, and
Norfolk.

County residents probably expect a high level of service from their city libraries. The exception
is square feet of building size, although circulation rates lag some. All but 2 of the 13 are below
the median for building size, including Montville at the 43 rd percentile.
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Norfolk County, Massachusetts

Norfolk County in Massachusetts. At the 2010 census, the
population was 670,850. It is included in the Boston-CambridgeNewton, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area. Norfolk County
is the 28th highest-income county in the United States with a
median household income of $81,899. The county is not
completely contiguous; the towns of Brookline and Cohasset are each part of Norfolk County but
are separated from most Norfolk County (and each other) by either water or other counties.



Sharon is a town in Norfolk County, Massachusetts, United States. The population was
17,612 at the 2010 census. Sharon is part of Greater Boston, about 17 miles southwest of
downtown Boston.
Others. There are 9 other comparable libraries: Walpole, Westwood, Wrentham, Abington,
Carver, Duxbury, East Bridgewater, Hanover, and Hanson.

This county’s service profile is uneven. Outputs lag input levels. The dip in reference is because
4 libraries are in the bottom quartile (although Sharon is at 56 th percentile). The case is similar
for electronic resource use with 4 libraries in the bottom quartile while Sharon is at the median.
For program attendance, there are 5 libraries in the bottom quartile (including Sharon) and 3 in
the top. All in all, the residents of the county probably expect uneven service from their libraries
in this population range.
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Plymouth County, Massachusetts

Plymouth County is in Massachusetts. As of the 2010
census, the population was 494,919. Its county seats are
Plymouth and Brockton. Plymouth County is part of the
Boston-Cambridge-Newton, MA-NH Metropolitan
Statistical Area.



Hingham is a town in metropolitan Greater Boston on the South Shore of Massachusetts in
northern Plymouth County. At the 2010 census, the population was 22,157. Hingham lies
along the southwest corner of Boston Harbor, at the portion known as Hingham Bay.
Others. There are 9 other comparable libraries: Hull, Kingston, Lakeville, Middleborough,
Norwell, Pembroke, Rockland, Scituate, Wareham, and Whitman

Residents in this county appear to get uneven performance for the libraries in this population category.
Of the 18 libraries, 8 are in the bottom quartile for electronic use (Hingham is at the 47 th percentile).
Program attendance looks better, with Hingham at the 67th percentile, but 9 libraries in the bottom two
quartiles, pull the average down. Staffing levels are nearly a perfect bell curve from high to low among
libraries in this county.
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Rockingham County, New Hampshire

Rockingham County is in New Hampshire. As of the 2010 census, the
population was 295,223, making it the second-most populous county in New
Hampshire. The county seat is Brentwood. Rockingham County is included in
the Boston-Cambridge-Newton, MA-NH Metropolitan Statistical Area.




Londonderry is a town in western Rockingham County, New Hampshire,
United States. The town is bordered on the north by the city of Manchester
and on the east by the town of Derry. The population was 24,129 at the 2010 census.
Londonderry is partial home to Manchester-Boston Regional Airport.
Others. There are 5 other comparable libraries: Exeter, Hampton, Portsmouth, Raymond, and
Windham.

Overall the measures look good for this county but residents probably expect some variations in
services. Electronic resource use is quite varied in the county, with a range from the 4 th to the
95th percentile. Londonderry is the lowest but it is included here because its other measures are
quite good. The square footage for all buildings ranges from the 13 th to the 92nd percentile with
Londonderry coming in at the 42nd percentile.
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Waukesha County, Wisconsin

Waukesha County is in Wisconsin. As of the 2010 census, the
population was 389,891, making it the third-most populous county in
Wisconsin. Its county seat is Waukesha. Waukesha County is included
in the Milwaukee–Waukesha–West Allis, WI Metropolitan Statistical
Area.
 Delafield is a city in Waukesha County, Wisconsin, along the Bark
River, and a suburb of Milwaukee. The population was 7,085 at the
2010 census. The city of Delafield is a separate municipality from the Town of Delafield.
 Mukwonago is a village in Wisconsin. The population was 7,355 at the 2010 census. The
village is located mostly within the Town of Mukwonago in Waukesha County, with a small
portion extending into the Town of East Troy in Walworth County. Of its population, 7,254
were in Waukesha County, and 101 were in Walworth County.
 Others. There are 2 other comparable libraries: Hartland and Oconomowoc.

The pattern for library service to residents of communities or 10,000 to 25,000 in this county is
spotty. Full disclosure requires the author to note that he is the former director of the
county library service. Residents use electronic resources in the bottom quartile from 3 of 4
libraries here and the other is less than the 50 th percentile. Delafield is at the 18th percentile for
electronic use, Mukwonago at the 46th. On program attendance, Mukwonago is at the 47 th
percentile, Delafield the 43rd.
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VII. Appendix Materials
A.

Best Practice Libraries - Data

These tables
summarize the
average amounts in
the data reported to
IMLS in 2015, the
latest publicly
available reporting
period. This provides
only a snapshot, of
course.
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Best Practices Libraries – Metrics

The data here, as used in this report, are from 814 municipal libraries submitted in 2015,
reporting fiscal 2013 data. The percentiles indicate the percent rank of each library among the
814 libraries considered here.
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Best Practices Libraries – Metrics (continued)

The data here, as used in this report, are from 814 municipal libraries submitted in 2015,
reporting fiscal 2013 data. The percentiles indicate the percent rank of each library among the
814 libraries considered here.
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Best Practices Counties – Metrics

This section provides the percentile comparisons for the 76 libraries in 10 counties identified in the Best
Practices sections of this report. Percentile measures are for library among all 814 city libraries in the
10,000 to 25,000 population category.
* Starred libraries are those in the Best Practices (Section V).
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Best Practices Counties – Metrics (continued).

This section provides the percentile comparisons for the 76 libraries in 10 counties identified in the Best
Practices sections of this report. Percentile measures are for library among all 814 city libraries in the
10,000 to 25,000 population category.
* Starred libraries are those in the Best Practices (Section V).
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F. Rank of Best Practice Libraries by Input and Output
Measures
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Library Contact Information

The tables below provide contact information on the Best Practice libraries used in this report
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